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which realizes unmatched high saving 
potentials up to 77%

WEISSER rotational turning process

The speciality of the cutting point causes 
a very constant stress of the whole cutter 
and therefore a long tool life.

The ratio effects of WEISSER 
rotational turning:

  Surfaces free of lead
  Dry machining
  First class stability
  High long-term accuracy
  External and internal turning and facing
  Substitution of grinding and super finish-processes
  Machining with higher feed and higher cutting speeds
  Special constribution to environment protection by the elimination of coolant and grinding debris



WEISSER rotational turning process
For highest requirements at external and 
internal turning and facing

No matter this is hard machining or green machining, 
there is always achieved very high accuracy at very low 
machining time. But even if there is not required a twist-
free operation, the machining time can be reduced by a 
multiple with the new technology - also comparing with 
other hard- or green turning operations.

You can receive a significant cost reduction potential 
by substitution of complex grinding and following super 
finish-processes.

The utilization level even for 
minimal automation is over 90 percent

Clever technology efficiently used:

  Arrangement of cutting edges 35°- 45°
  Achievable roughness: Rz1
  Increase of feed by factor  ~ 3,5
  Increase of cutting speed by 50%
  Achievable rotational accuracy: 3µm
  Increased accuracy by integrated measuring station
  According to requirement 1-2 cuttings
  reduces machining time by special kinematik between the turning workpiece and 
  rotating cutting edge of tool
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	 	 	 				 	 							Request	for	contact

	 	 	 	 	 Company...........................................................

	 	 	 	 	 Name.................................................................

	 	 	 	 	 Street..................................................................

	 	 	 	 	 Phone.................................................................

J. G. WEISSER SÖHNE
Machine	tool	company
Bundesstr.	1
78112	St.	Georgen
-Germany-

Phone:	(+49)	7724	/	881	-	0
Fax: (+49)	7724	/	881	-	371
E-Mail:	info@weisser-web.com
Internet:	http://www.weisser-web.com

Department.................................................

First	name....................................................

Post	code/location....................................

E-Mail...........................................................
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